Agenda

1. Lagoon Renovation *(Haberecht/ Hansen)*

2. Diversity House Expansion *(Haberecht/ Hansen)*
Recommendation

Lagoon Renovation
Lagoon Renovation

Existing Conditions
Lagoon Renovation

“The Trees” Lagoon Concert Series

Vietnam Bridge

Existing Lagoon

Water Feature

Fields 12 & 13 Student Recreation

Arthur Ditch

West Lawn LSC Programming

Future Stage

Upper Lawn Sutherland Garden

LSC Programming/ Use
Lagoon Renovation

Technical Issues to be addressed:

- Pond liner leaks and needs replaced
- Concrete edge coping in disrepair
- Underground piping needs replaced
- “The Soggy Bottom” of the West Lawn
- Depth of water
- Environmental issues of water quality/ evaporation
- Water Feature not functional
Lagoon Renovation

Site Photos
Lagoon Renovation

Site Photos
Lagoon Renovation

Site Photos
Lagoon Renovation

Previous Site Studies – LSC Master Plan
Lagoon Renovation

Previous Site Studies – Maury Albertson Peace Garden
Lagoon Renovation

Appropriate Future Size/ Scale
Lagoon Renovation

Existing edge – Concrete

Is a naturalistic edge more desirable/ appropriate?

Water’s Edge Character
Lagoon Renovation

Existing Condition
Recommendation

Diversity House Expansion
Diversity House Expansion

Site Photos
Diversity House Expansion

Previous Site Studies

Parking Expansion

Tennis Complex
Diversity House Expansion

Proposed Expansion

1500 SF Addition would accommodate:
- Additional Office space (3 future staff)
- Training space (50-60 seats)
- Restrooms
- Elevator